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Structure of the talk 

 The issue: introducing the problem 

 Old observations 

 Hypothesis 

 New facts 

 Our account 

 Conclusions 
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The issue 

 It is traditionally assumed that in Polish 
there are two future forms:  

 a simple future form, and  

 a periphrastic future form. 
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Two future forms in Polish 

 simple future 
(=SF): 

 just a lexical verb, no 
auxiliary  

 zje  

     eat.prs.perf.3sg     

     ( ‘He/she will eat.’)  

 periphrastic future 
(=PF) 
 a combination of the so-

called “future auxiliary” BE 
and an l-participle or an 
infinitive form of a lexical 
verb 

 będzie     jadł 

  be.aux.3sg   eat.prt.impf.sg.m 

 będzie    jeść  

    be.aux.3sg  eat.inf.impf 

        ( ‘He/she will eat.’)  
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Questions: 

 Is there any difference between simple 
future and periphrastic future in 
Polish? 

 And if so, what could this difference be? 
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Observation 

 Simple future: 

 O 5:00 wzejdzie 
słońce.     

     (≈ ‘The sun will rise         
    at 5 a.m.’) 

 Periphrastic 
future: 

 O 5:00 będzie 
wschodziło/ 
będzie wschodzić 
słońce. 

     (≈ ‘The sun will rise 
    at 5 a.m.’) 
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Simple future 

 O 5:00 wzejdzie 
słońce.  

 ≈ ‘The sun will have 
risen at 5 a.m.’ 
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Simple future 

 

 O 5:00 wzejdzie już 
słońce.  

 ≈ ‘The sun will already 
have risen at 5 a.m.’ 
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Periphrastic future 

 O 5:00 będzie 
wschodziło słońce. 

     ≈ ‘The sun will be 

rising at 5 a.m.’ 
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Periphrastic future 

 O 5:00 będzie już        
wschodziło 
słońce. 

  ‘The sun will 
already have risen 
at 5 a.m.’ 

 (≈ ‘It is already at 5 
a.m. that the sun 
will be rising.’) 
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Hypothesis 

 The difference between simple future 
and periphrastic future is only 
aspectual. 
 Simple future:  

 bounded event (culmination) 

 Periphrastic future:  
 unbounded event (ongoing event or lasting 

state) 

 BUT! 
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Problem 

 This aspectual difference between 
simple and periphrastic futures is 
only at the level of interpretation. 

 However, from a grammar point of 
view the formal make-up of simple 
and periphrastic futures is 
equivalent. 
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Problem 

 In short: 

 SF / PF interpretations        different 

 SF / PF forms                    equivalent 
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Observation 

 Both simple and periphrastic future 
constructions combine present tense and 
perfective aspect. 

 
 Future time reference in SF and PF =  

  

  

 

    

present tense + perfective aspect 
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Future = present tense + 
perfective aspect 

 Simple future: 

 zje  

     eat.prs.perf.3sg     

     ( ‘He/she will eat.’)  

 Periphrastic future: 

 będzie     

    be.prs.perf.3sg  

       + 

   jadł 

  eat.prt.impf.sg.m 

or   + 

   jeść  

    eat.inf.impf 

        ( ‘He/she will eat.’) 
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A paradox? 

 In periphrastic future we have 
perfective aspect but the interpretation 
is that of an ongoing event / a lasting 
state. 

 How can one account for it? 
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Explaining the paradox 

 The so-called future auxiliary BE in 
Polish is in fact a perfective present 
tense form of BE. 

 Evidence: 

 diachronic facts 

 aspectual opposition 
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Evidence 

 Diachronic facts: 

 Będzie originates from the perfective 
present tense paradigm of the Old 
Church Slavonic verb byti  ‘to be’ (van 
Schooneveld 1951). 
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Old Church Slavonic byti ‘to be’   
(van Schooneveld 1951) 

impf perf 

sing pl dual sing pl dual 

1st  jesmЬ  jesmЪ jesvě bǫdǫ bǫdemЪ bǫdevě 

2nd jesi  jeste jesta bǫdeši bǫdete bǫdeta 

3rd 
jestЪ  sǫtЪ  jeste bǫdetЪ bǫdǫtЪ bǫdete 
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Evidence 
 Aspectual opposition: 

 Polish verbs demonstrate a regular perfective-
imperfective morphological opposition: 

 verb [imperfective] vs. verb [perfective]    

 

 

 

 Given this, it can be argued that this 
morphological aspectual opposition is also 
demonstrated in the case of BE: 

 jest [imperfective] vs. będzie [perfective] 
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Aspectual opposition 

 Imperfective 

 pisze 

   write.prs.impf.3sg 

   ‘s/he writes / 

   s/he is writing’ 

 

BUT NOT: 

 *‘s/he will write’ 

 

 Perfective 

 napisze 

   write.prs.perf.3sg 

   ‘s/he will write’ 

 

 

BUT NOT: 

* ‘s/he writes / 

   s/he is writing’ 
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Aspectual opposition 

 Imperfective 

 jest 

  be.prs.impf.3sg 

   ‘s/he is’  

 

BUT NOT: 

 *‘s/he will be’ 

 

 Perfective 

 będzie 

   be.prs.perf.3sg 

   ‘s/he will be’ 

 

BUT NOT: 

 *‘s/he is’ 
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A paradox? 

 Okay, będzie in PF is a perfective present 
tense form of BE. 

 In SF we also have a perfective present 
tense form of a verb (recall: zje 
‘eat.prs.perf.3sg’, napisze  ‘write.prs.perf.3sg’ ) 

 Given this, we might expect that PF 
(periphrastic future) and SF (simple 
future) should have the same aspectual 
interpretation. 

 BUT: THEY DON‘T!  Recall 
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Simple future 

 O 5:00 wzejdzie 
słońce.  

 ≈ ‘The sun will have 
risen at 5 a.m.’ 

 

O 5:00 wzejdzie już 
słońce.  

 ≈ ‘The sun will already 
have risen at 5 a.m.’ 
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Periphrastic future 

 O 5:00 będzie 
wschodziło słońce. 

     ≈ ‘The sun will be 

rising at 5 a.m.’ 

O 5:00 będzie już        
wschodziło słońce. 

  ‘The sun will 
already have risen at 
5 a.m.’ 

 (≈ ‘It is already at 5 
a.m. that the sun will 
be rising.’) 
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Question 

 Why is the aspectual interpretation of 
periphrastic future that of an 
ongoing event / a lasting state – 
despite its perfective component? 
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Explaining the paradox 

 Decomposing periphrastic future: 
 będzie      + jadł                     /jeść 

 be.prs.perf.3sg + eat.prt.impf.sg.m/eat.inf.impf 

 

 Combination of: 

 BE= present tense + perfective 

+ 

 l-participle/infinitive = imperfective 
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Explaining the paradox 

 Assumption: 

 Periphrastic future is a monoclausal 
construction  just one “VP”, TP, CP. 

 BUT: The “VP” in the case of PF consists of 
two components  będzie and  

l-participle/infinitive. 

 So, what is their role in this periphrastic 
construction? 
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Explaining the paradox 

 What is the role of 
będzie ? 

 be.prs.perf 

 

 

 

 What is the role of 
l-participle/ 

 infinitive? 

 lexical_verb.impf 
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The role of będzie 

 Będzie is: 
 semi-functional + semi-lexical  a kind of “light v” 

 

 Semi-lexical  it introduces a state BE. 

 Semi-functional  being a perfective present 
tense form, it forward-shifts the reference time 
and locates it right after the speech time. 

 

 Consequently, the state denoted by BE is situated 
at the beginning of the forward-shifted time. 
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The role of  
l-participle/ infinitive 

 l-participle/infinitive is: 

 a purely lexical verb  

 imperfective aspect 

 

 Being imperfective, it denotes an 
unbounded [+durative] eventuality. 
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Explaining the paradox 

 Question:  

 Why does będzie require an imperfective verbal 
complement? 

  będzie  + jadł           / jeść       imperfective 

  BE     + eat.prt.impf / eat.inf.impf 

  ( ‘He/she will eat / will be eating.’) 

  *będzie + zjadł           /zjeść       perfective 

    BE     + eat.prt.perf / eat.inf.perf 
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Explaining the paradox 

 Answer: 

 będzie is a perfective present tense form of the 
verb BE denoting the beginning of a state. 

 Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that state 
being durative (unbounded) can be complemented 
only with [+durative] eventualities, i.e., states and 
processes.  

 Since states and processes are compatible only 
with imperfective aspect, we expect będzie to 
select a [+imperfective] complement.  
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Additional argument 

 Note that phase verbs like zacząć ‘to 
begin’ can also be complemented only 
with a [+imperfective] VP in Polish. 
 Zaczyna   +  jeść.         imperfective 

      begin.prs.3sg  + eat.inf.impf 

  ( ‘He/she begins to eat.’) 

 *Zaczyna   +  zjeść.             perfective 

  begin.prs.3sg  + eat.inf.perf 
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Explaining the paradox: Summary 

 Recall the paradox: 

 The aspectual interpretation of periphrastic 
future – despite its perfective component 
(be.prs.perf) – is that of an ongoing event / 
a lasting state. 

 How is this possible?  
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Explaining the paradox: Summary 

 Answer: 
 The role of the perfective aspect on będzie is only 

to forward-shift the reference time and to locate it 
right after the speech time. 

 Będzie denotes just a state BE.  As such it is only 
compatible with ongoing [+durative] verbal 
complements  hence only imperfective 
complements. 

 

 STATE BE + [+durative] verbal complement = 
ongoing event / lasting state 
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Expectation 

 Given that 
 SF / PF = formal make-up  equivalent 

 SF / PF = aspectual interpretation  different 

 we predict the following to be true: 
 In contexts in which we want to emphasise how an 

event unfolds in time (“aspectual interpretation”), 
we use either SF or PF (to express the distinction 
between bounded vs. unbounded events). 

 In contexts in which the question of how an event 
unfolds in time is irrelevant, it should be possible to 
use SF and PF interchangably.  
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Question 

 Is the only relevant difference between 
SF and PF just the aspectual one 
([bounded] vs. [unbounded])? 

 Or are there some other systematic 
distributional differences between these 
two future forms? 
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New facts about  
SF and PF in Polish 

 Even if there are contexts (prediction, 
intention) in which both SF and PF are 
equally good, there are other contexts 
in which only one future form, either SF 
or PF, is acceptable. 
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SF and PF equally good 

 Contexts: 

 prediction 

 intention 
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Context: prediction 

 SF and PF are equally 
good 

 Scenario: 

 Look at her face: 

 Basia się zaraz 
rozpłacze.  

 Basia zaraz  

 będzie płakać. 

 ‘Basia is going to / 
will cry right now.’
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SF and PF NOT equally good 

 Contexts: 

 warning  

 questions 

 I can‘t believe 

 offering 
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“Warning contexts” 

 SF and PF have completely different 
interpretations: 

 Uwaga, spadniesz! 

 ‘Be careful/Watch out: You are going to fall down 
(otherwise)!’  

  warning – the hearer can still do something to 
 prevent falling 

 Uwaga, będziesz spadał!   

      ‘Caution: you are now beginning to fall  
 down.’ 

      announcement – the falling is prearranged 
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“Warning contexts”: SF 

 Uwaga, spadniesz! 

 ‘Be careful/Watch out: 
You are going to fall 
down (otherwise)!’’  

 Scenario: 
 We see a blind man 

walking towards a 
precipice. We see tha he 
is just about to fall down. 
So we want to prevent 
this and warn the man. 

  Only SF can be used 
in this context. 
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“Warning contexts”  
 watch out 

 SF ok 

 PF not ok 
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“Warning contexts”: PF 

 Uwaga, będziesz 
spadał ! 

 ‘Caution: you are now 
beginning to fall 
down.’ 

 Scenario: 
 You are a parachuting 

instructor. Your pupil is 
just about to jump. You 
want to signal this. 

  Only PF can be used 
in this context. 
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“Warning contexts”  
 announcement 

 PF ok 

 SF not ok 
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“Question contexts” 

 SF and PF have completely different 

interpretations: 
 Kto naprawi mi samochód?  

 ‘Who will repair my car?’ 

 whether = undetermined, who = undetermined 

 Kto będzie mi naprawiał samochód?  

 ‘Who will be repairing my car?’ 

 whether = determined, who = undetermined 
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“Question contexts”: SF 

 Kto naprawi mi samochód? 

 ‘Who will repair my car?’ 

 Scenario:  
 Your car has just broken down. 

You need help so you ask your 
older brothers who of them would 
agree to help you repair the car. It 
is not predetermined whether any 
of them would agree to do this. So 
you actually ask whether a future 
action is going to take place and 
who will perform it. 

  Only SF can be used in this 
context. 
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“Question contexts”: who and 
whether = undetermined 

 SF ok 

 PF not ok 
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“Question contexts”: PF 
 Kto będzie mi naprawiał 

samochód?  

 ‘Who will be repairing my car?’ 

 Scenario:  

 Your car has broken down. You 
take it to a car repair station. 
They agree to repair your car 
within a week. You are still 
curious which mechanic exactly 
will be repairing your car. In 
this context the future action is 
preplanned and you only want 
to know who will perform it. 

  Only PF can be used in this 
context. 
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“Question contexts”: whether = 
determined, who = undetermined 

 PF ok 

 SF not ok 
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“I can‘t believe” (Copley 2002, 2009) 

 SF and PF have completely different interpretations: 

 Nie chce mi się wierzyć, że Janek  

 wykona tak odpowiedzialne zadanie. 

 ‘I can’t believe (# ‘I am amazed) that John will 
fulfil/perform such a responsible task.’ 

 only literal meaning, no idiomatic meaning  

 Nie chce mi się wierzyć, że Janek  

 będzie wykonywał tak odpowiedzialne zadanie. 

  ‘I can’t believe (I am amazed) that John will be 
 fulfilling/performing such a responsible task.’ 

  literal meaning + idiomatic meaning 
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Idiomatic I can‘t believe: PF 

 Ciągle jeszcze nie mogę 
uwierzyć, że Janek  
będzie wykonywał tak 
odpowiedzialne zadanie. 

 ‘I still cannot believe that 
John will be performing 
such a responsible task.’  

= ‘I am amazed that John 
will be performing such a 
responsible task.’  

 

  Only PF can be 

used in this context. 
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Idiomatic I can‘t believe: PF  

 Scenario:  

 Your boss has just asked 
your colleague John to 
organize a conference for 
200 people. You think 
this decision is wrong 
because John is 
unexperienced and 
badly-organized. After 
coming back home you 
express your amazement 
to your wife.  

  Only PF can be used 
in this context. 
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Idiomatic I can‘t believe  
(Copley 2002, 2009) 

 PF ok 

 SF not ok 
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“Offering contexts”  
(Copley 2002, 2009) 

 SF and PF have completely different 
interpretations:  

 Jeśli chcesz, nasza firma naprawi ci samochód. 

 ‘If you want, our company will repair your car.’ 

   episodic reading 

 #Jeśli chcesz, nasza firma będzie ci naprawiać 
samochód. 

 ‘#If you want, our company will repair your car.’  

    implausible under an episodic reading; a kind of  
 a habitual reading; a longer plan/agreement 
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“Offering contexts”  
(Copley 2002, 2009) 

 SF ok 

 PF not ok 

 

 Offering entails that the 
decision as to a future action 
has not been made yet and the 
hearer can still decide whether 
he or she wants the offer to be 
realized in the future. PF is not 
suitable in offering contexts 
since it presupposes that the 
future action is prearranged at 
the moment of speaking and 
the hearer has no say on the 
offered issue. 
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Contexts: Summary 

 SF okay in: 

 Warning as caution 

 I can‘t believe (literal 
meaning) 

 Questions: whether 
= undetermined, 
who = undetermined 

 Offering context 

 

 PF okay in: 

 Warning as 
announcement 

 I can‘t believe = I 
am amazed 

 Questions: whether 
= determined, who 
= undetermined 
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Contexts: Summary 

 Conclusion: 

 PF but not SF is compatible with contexts 
in which the future action is settled at the 
moment of speaking. 
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Question 

 How can this different distribution of PF 
and SF be explained?  
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Observation 

 Offering and warning presuppose that it 
should be possible to change or to 
prevent a future eventuality.  

  Hence such events cannot be settled at 

the moment of speaking. 

 In contrast, one can only be amazed by 
something which is already settled at 
the moment of speaking. 
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Question 

 Why is it so that it is SF which can be 
used to express non-prearranged 
events?  

 Why is it PF which can be used to 
express prearranged events?  
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Answer 
 In order to be able to prevent or change or 

decide on a future action there must be time 
between the moment of speaking and the 
beginning of a future event. 

 

 

 In other words, in SF in Polish there must be 
a gap between the moment of speaking and 
the beginning of a future event. 
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Question 

 How can this gap be obtained 
compositionally in SF in Polish? 
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Our proposal 

 Recall:  

 SF is perfective present tense form of a 
lexical verb. 

  That is, it is combination of perfective 

and present tense. 

 Question: 

 How do these two components interact to 
give future time reference? 
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Our proposal 

 Present tense locates the reference 
time around the speech time. 

 Perfective aspect forward-shifts the 
reference time of the event and situates 
it right after the speech time. 
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Our proposal 

 Unlike what was the case in PF, in SF there 
is no stative BE / no state BE. 

 Since perfective aspect is marked on the 
main (lexical) verb, it has a direct access to 
its event argument. 

 

 Hence it can develop its usual meaning of 
focusing on the final or initial boundary of an 
event.  
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Simple future: composition 

TP        [“AspP” +    “VP”]  

 
Moment of speech   present perfective     

         forward-shifting  

                             of the reference time 

t0           >  t1  

          lexical  
        [+bounded] event 

        

       [perfective] morphology  
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Our proposal 

 Notice that the final boundary cannot coincide 
with the beginning of the reference time of 
an event and even the initial boundary does 
not need to do so. 

 

 Hence, in the case of SF there will be a gap 
between the beginning of the forward-shifted 
reference time and the initial or final 
boundary of an event. 
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Our proposal 

 Perfective aspect always locates event time within 
the reference time. 

 When the event is stative (like BE), its temporal trace 
can be coextensive with the reference time. 

 However, if the event is not stative, thus the focus is 
on a (final or initial) boundary, the termporal trace of 
this event cannot be coextensive with the reference 
time.  

 

 Hence, it does not need to be located right at the 
beginning of the reference time. 
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Our proposal 

 

        time 

       
 

Moment of speech    the final or the initial  
    boundary  

 

 Fig. 1: SF 
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Our proposal 

 Okay, but what about PF? 
 Recall that PF is used to express prearranged 

events, which means that they are 
determined/fixed/settled already at the moment of 
speaking. 

 This means that there is no need for a temporal gap 
between the moment of speaking and the begining of 
an event. 

 

 This means in turn that the moment of speaking and 
the begining of an event can coincide.  
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Our proposal 

                           The duration of the state BE  

                           + predicative content 

        time 

       
 

Moment of speech    the beginning   
             of the state BE  

 

 Fig. 2: PF 
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Our proposal 

 Recall:  

 PF is a combination of a perfective 
present tense form of BE (state) and 
imperfective (tenseless) lexical verb. 
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Our proposal 

 Being perfective będzie forward-shifts the reference 
time and situates it right after the speech time.  

 The state BE (denoted by będzie), which is itself 
complemented by [+durative] eventuality (denoted 
by the lexical verb), is located within the reference 
time and its begining can coincide with the begining 
of the reference time. 

 

 Hence, there is no gap between the speech time and 
the beginning of the event. 
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Periphrastic future: 
composition  

TP        [“AspP” +    “VP”]  

 
             będzie 

Moment of speech   present perfective     

         forward-shifting  

                             of the reference time 

t0           >         t1  

          lexical  
       semi-lexical       [unbounded] complement 

         state BE            of state BE (states/processes)
  

      [imperfective] morphology  
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Prediction 

 Given what we said,  

 only PF  

 but not SF  

should be compatible with ‘still’-contexts. 
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Our prediction is borne out. 

 PF ok 

 Janek czyta gazetę 

    i nadal  

 będzie ją czytał. 

 ‘John is reading a 
newspaper and he will 
still be reading it.’ 

 

 SF not ok 

 * Janek czyta gazetę 

    i nadal  

 ją przeczyta. 

 ‘*John is reading a 
newspaper and he will 
still have read it.’ 
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Final conclusion 

 There are two future forms in Polish: SF and 
PF. 

 Formally, both combine present tense and 
perfective aspect.  formal equivalence 

 Aspectually, SF and PF are different.  
bounded vs. unbounded event. 

 The two components, present tense and 
perfective aspect, are differently composed 
in PF and SF and they give rise to two 
different semantic effects.  different 
distribution 
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Final conclusion 
 In PF there is no gap between the moment of 

speaking and the beginning of the durative 
eventuality. 
 Hence PF is compatible with the contexts in which 

the future event is already settled/determined at the 
moment of speaking. 

 In SF there is a gap between the moment of 
speaking and the (initial or final) boundary of 
an event. 
 Hence SF is compatible with the contexts in which 

we want to have time to prevent, change or decide 
on a future event. 
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